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WELCOME!
Welcome to the KaBOOM! style guide. From our purple polos to the colorful
office decor in our D.C. headquarters, we are an organization that is proud of
our brand and rightfully so!
We are dedicated to our mission of giving all kids the childhood they deserve—
and we understand that maintaining an effective brand will be an essential
factor in our success.
To ensure that our brand truly expresses our culture and message, we must be
consistent in its application. From colors and visuals to fonts and word choices,
this guide will help you to be an active participant in building and maintaining
the KaBOOM! brand.
For a copy of this style guide, various logo formats and color codes, you can
visit kaboom.org/style. If you have any questions about the contents of this
guide, or anything else regarding the KaBOOM! brand, please email
creativeservices@kaboom.org.
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THE KaBOOM! LOGO

THE KaBOOM! LOGO
The KaBOOM! burst symbolizes the energy that radiates from people and
communities who take action for play. Take extreme care to maintain the
integrity of the logo; avoid making any alterations. No part of the logo may
be used as a design element by itself.
Use the logo as a lockup (burst + tagline) whenever possible. This ensures
we communicate our mission and differentiate ourselves from organizations
with similar names.

Logo may be used as the burst only in
some web/digital properties;
this use must be approved by the
KaBOOM! Creative Services team.
Also available with a white tagline for
use on dark backgrounds.
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THE KaBOOM! LOGO

One-color versions
Whenever possible, the KaBOOM! logo should appear in full-color.
However, the approved one-color versions below may be used in certain cases
(e.g., monotone t-shirt printing, black and white flyers, etc.) Please confer with
Creative Services when using a one-color logo..
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THE KaBOOM! LOGO

Clear space
The empty area surrounding the logo on all four sides is called the clear space.
The clear space should be equal to the height of the “K.”

Delibus sit pro occus.
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THE KaBOOM! LOGO

Logo relationships
and size
The KaBOOM! logo should not appear smaller than 1.5 inches wide
or 1 inch tall and should be equal in visual weight or larger than
accompanying logo(s). The logo should always appear to the left of
any accompanying logos or at the top if the logos are stacked.

1.5 inches wide

1 inch tall

©
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THE KaBOOM! LOGO

Incorrect uses
Do not alter the colors, orientation or proportions of the logo. Don’t add
any design elements (e.g., border, shadow, etc.), and don’t separate any
components of the logo.

Logo is on an angle.

Proportions of the logo

Registered trademark is missing.

have been altered.

Background color is too close

Logo is on a pattern;

Incorrect one-color version

in value to the logo color.

tagline is illegible.

and unapproved color.
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COLOR PALETTE

COLOR PALETTE
The KaBOOM! palette consists of three dynamic and inspiring colors.
Proper use of these colors is crucial as they are strongly associated with
the KaBOOM! brand.
Purple is the primary brand color and should be visually dominant. Use orange
as a supporting element and yellow as a less frequent accent. Refer to the
chart below for a general sense of proportion when determining the color ratio
in a given design.

Purple
PMS 2613
CMYK 72, 99, 0, 3
RGB 119, 41, 127
HEX #77297F

Orange
PMS 166
CMYK 0, 76, 100, 0
RGB 242, 106, 36
HEX #F26A24

Yellow
PMS 130
CMYK 0, 32, 100, 0
RGB 253, 181, 11
HEX #FCB515
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TYPOGRAPHY

TYPOGRAPHY
Gotham Rounded and Whitney are the primary KaBOOM! typefaces.
However, when working in a non-graphic environment (such as PowerPoint
or Microsoft Word), or for an online property (such as a website), always
use Arial.

For headers and subheads

Gotham Rounded Bold
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
For body text

Whitney Book
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
Whitney Semibold
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
Whitney Book Italic
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

For non-graphic environments

Arial
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
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TYPOGRAPHY

Why play matters

Headlines should be set in
sentence‑case, in Gotham Rounded
Bold or Arial Bold, 20 pt or larger.

WHAT KaBOOM! IS DOING

Subheads (if needed) can be set in

KaBOOM! is the national non-profit dedicated to giving all
kids—particularly those growing up in poverty in America—the
childhood they deserve filled with balanced and active play, so
they can thrive. Since 1996, KaBOOM! has collaborated with
partners to build, open or improve nearly 16,300 playgrounds,
engaged more than one million volunteers and served 8.1 million
kids. KaBOOM! creates great places to play, inspires communities
to promote and support play and works to drive the national
discussion about the importance of play in fostering healthy and
productive lives.

all-caps, Gotham Rounded Bold or
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Arial Bold, to contrast with headlines.
Remember, the ‘a’ is always lowercase
in KaBOOM!, regardless of where it
appears.
Body text should be set in Whitney
Book or Arial Regular, between 8-10 pt.

IMAGERY

IMAGERY
In the KaBOOM! brand, blue sky represents optimism and possibility: “The sky
is the limit!” Similarly, green grass represents an optimal place for kids to play.
Therefore, as a general rule, try to shoot photos looking up at blue sky or down
at green grass. You can make exceptions for seasonal photos (such as leaves in
the fall and snow in the winter), scenes of kids playing in urban areas where
backdrops of sky and grass are harder to come by, and images posted to social
media channels. We keep our focus on kids’ expressions and the playful
activities in which they are engaged.
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IMAGERY

Waivers
All KaBOOM! photos used externally must have a signed waiver from the
subject. Only parents or legal guardians may sign for minors. Build photos are
covered by the liability waiver that participants sign when they arrive. However,
if you are taking any additional photos (whether at a playground opening,
custom photoshoot or other play event), you must make sure everyone present
signs a waiver. This rule is designed to protect the kids we serve and maintain
their privacy.

Release forms
Any non-KaBOOM! employee wishing to use a KaBOOM! photo externally
must complete a Photography Release Form. This ensures that KaBOOM!
imagery will only be used with our permission and only to promote the work
that KaBOOM! does. Only photographs taken solely for KaBOOM! (e.g., a
custom photoshoot) or taken by a KaBOOM! employee may be shared
externally. Stock images and third-party photographs (e.g., images from a
funding partner) may not be shared.
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IMAGERY

Photo treatment
A photo of a child playing joyfully has the power to speak volumes about our
mission and vision. Large, full-bleed photos best capture this feeling, but other
treatments may be used when needed (see below for examples). Designs
should be clean, simple and energetic.
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IMAGERY

Graphic elements
In the KaBOOM! brand, blue sky represents optimism and possibility. We want
kids to play outdoors in all seasons; however, playing outside on a sunny day
under a blue sky, or on green grass, epitomizes the ideal of play. Similarly,
cardboard represents imaginative play—a cardboard box can be turned into
almost anything, from an igloo to a racecar to a spaceship. When talking about
play in cities, brick, concrete or asphalt textures may be used as well. To request
these files, please email creative services at creativeservices@kaboom.org.

When used, the sky image must
always be at the top of the page.
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WEBSITE

WEBSITE
kaboom.org is the most public-facing component of the KaBOOM! brand.
Therefore, it is essential that we maintain many of the same guidelines
established for print for our online presence. There are, however, a few
exceptions for the digital space.
Logo use
To accomodate various screen setups and minimize visual noise, the KaBOOM!
logo may be used as the burst only in some web/digital properties. This use
must be approved by the Creative Services or Digital Engagement teams.
Color palette
The colors on kaboom.org are the same as our print materials; refer to the
Color section (page 7) for RGB and hex codes.
Typography
To maintain consistency, kaboom.org also uses the official KaBOOM! fonts:
Gotham Rounded Bold and Whitney (refer to the Typography section (page 8)
for guidelines).
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WEBSITE

Tips for links to the
KaBOOM! website
A hyperlink, whether in an email or in web copy, should use engaging keywords that
describe the content at the end of the link.
Avoid phrases like “click” or “click here.” This can distract your reader from engaging
in the content, because now they are thinking about the “tool” they will use for the
link. With so many internet-ready devices, the reader might be using a standard
mouse, but they may also be using a finger, stylus or their voice.
Whenever possible, you should also avoid putting full web addresses in your copy.
In cases where you can’t make a hyperlink, like a plain text email, putting in a web
address is permissible. See guidelines for writing out web addresses on page 21.

Link writing examples

Click here to learn more about KaBOOM!

Find out how a KaBOOM! partnership can improve

partnerships.

your brand.

Click to take our survey.

Take our 5-minute survey today!

For pictures of build day, click here, here

See photos from the build day’s morning announcements,

and here.

Electric Slide and ribbon‑cutting.

Apply for a grant at grants.kaboom.org.

Apply for a KaBOOM! grant!
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SOCIAL MEDIA

SOCIAL MEDIA
Social media is one of the most effective ways to engage everyone from public
companies to private foundations to help spread the message that all kids need
balanced and active play to thrive.
The graphics and text we share on social media should be consistent with the
KaBOOM! brand (refer to the Imagery (page 10) and Writing (page 21)
sections). Unique, impactful images will further reinforce brand consistency.

facebook.com/kaboom
@kaboom
@kaboom

pinterest.com/kaboomplay
linkedin.com/company/kaboom
youtube.com/kaboomplay
flickr.com/kaboomplay

Communications from the official
KaBOOM! handles are limited to
approved KaBOOM! employees.
Additional guidelines for personal
social media use can be found in
the KaBOOM! employee
handbook and FUNdamentals.
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SOCIAL MEDIA

Hashtags
With the exception of special events, KaBOOM! uses, and encourages our
partners to use, our main hashtag: #playmatters. By focusing on this single
hashtag, we are encouraging a larger conversation around the play movement.
Include the hashtag on most materials including one-pagers, the PowerPoint
template and banners.
#playmatters
This is the primary KaBOOM! hashtag and should be included on the majority of
our materials to help build the conversation around play.
#playability
Use this hashtag when talking about what communities are doing to create more
playable, family-friendly cities.
#playeverywhere
Related to playability, this hashtag is all about ways to integrate play into everyday
life and unexpected places, especially in urban spaces and low-income
neighborhoods, where kids need play most.
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SOCIAL MEDIA

Sample posts
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VIDEO

VIDEO
KaBOOM! uses compelling videos to communicate the importance of play and
its associated benefits. Videos should adhere to the following guidelines:
Length
Videos should be less than three minutes long (special exceptions may be made
for research-based content).
Content
All communication should be consistent with the KaBOOM! tone and voice. Key
messages should be clear, concise and compelling.
Speaker IDs
When showing footage of someone speaking, identify that person with a
“chyron”—a graphic overlay with text in the lower third of the screen. It should
include the person’s name and their title or relation to KaBOOM!. These IDs
should fit core KaBOOM! branding (correct colors, feel, etc.).
Logo use
Per standard guidelines, the KaBOOM! logo must always include the burst and
the tagline, and the burst may not be used as a graphic element. There currently
is not a standard animation of the KaBOOM! logo, but the videographer may
suggest an animation for review by the Creative Services team.
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WRITING

WRITING
Following KaBOOM! guidelines for style, format and punctuation is the most
effective way to ensure that your writing captures our professional style and
playful tone.
All Boomers or contractors who produce external facing materials should
consult the Communications team prior to disseminating any materials.
Grammar
AP style should be used for all KaBOOM! writing. The one exception is when
naming states; for this we use postal code abbreviations (e.g., MI and not
Mich.). It is recommended to leave out Oxford (serial) commas for a simpler
writing style.
Point of view (for Boomers and contractors)
In most instances, copy should be written in the first person plural, referring
back to KaBOOM! with ‘our’ and ‘we’ to create a stronger connection to the
reader. Some materials, such as grant requests and formal papers, may be
written in the third person, however. If you have a question about which is
appropriate, ask someone on the Communications team.
Kids versus children
At KaBOOM!, we prefer to use ‘kids’ instead of ‘children’ in our messaging.
“Kids” is a more personal, playful and evocative term that grabs the audience’s
attention, while “children” can sound more clinical and detached.
Website addresses
When writing URLs for KaBOOM! web pages, the “www” should never be
included, and the “https://” should only be included in the hyperlink
information. This helps streamline the printed language and keeps the focus on
the necessary information.
https://www.kaboom.org
kaboom.org
Note that some websites may require “www”, so be sure to use the URLs you
are given from external sources, and test out any abbreviated versions. A list of
shortened KaBOOM! URLs is available from the Digital Engagement team for
use in printed materials.
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WRITING

Using KaBOOM! in a sentence
KaBOOM! is always written with every letter capitalized except the ‘a’ and
an exclamation point at the end. There are no exceptions to this rule under
any circumstances.
Capitals

KaBOOM!
Lower case

When KaBOOM! is the last word in a sentence, the appropriate punctuation
should follow the exclamation point. For example: “I work for KaBOOM!.” or
“Greetings from KaBOOM!!”
KaBOOM! is never made possessive by adding an apostrophe, as in, “KaBOOM!’s”,
and it is never made into a contraction, such as, “KaBOOM!’ll be the best.”
Do not abbreviate KaBOOM! using “K!”.
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WRITING

Frequently used words
KaBOOM! materials frequently use or refer to the following words, and they should
be treated consistently wherever they appear. Acronyms should be spelled out in
any external materials (e.g., ‘Build it with KaBOOM!’ and not ‘BIY’).
In general, capitalize a person’s job title when it precedes a person’s name, but do
not capitalize when it follows. For example: “Princess of Cheer Richelle Adams” vs.
“Richelle Adams, princess of cheer, KaBOOM!.”

Capitalization

Hyphenation

One word

Build Day

all‑staff

playspace

Build it with KaBOOM!

co‑founder

Build it Yourself

community‑build

Community Partner

(when used as an adjective)

Community Play Catalyst

community‑built

Culture Captain

kick‑off

Design Day

non‑profit

Funding Partner

ribbon‑cutting

Operation Playground
Partners in Play
Play Academy
Play Everywhere Challenge
Playful City USA
Playmaker
Points of View
SAND
Theory of Change
We do not capitalize bold goal,
grassroots, grasstops, influence
strategy, play everywhere, playability,
thought leader or trendsetter.
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WRITING

Vision
All kids get the childhood they deserve filled with balanced and active play,
so they can thrive.

Mission
KaBOOM! works to bring balanced and active play into the daily lives of all kids,
particularly those growing up in poverty in America. We do this by creating
great places to play, inspiring communities to promote and support play and
driving the national discussion about the importance of play in fostering healthy
and productive lives.

Tagline
Play matters for all kids.
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WRITING

Points of View
Below are excerpts from the KaBOOM! Points of View, which articulate
the significance of and motivation behind our work.

Kids need balanced and active play
All kids should have an opportunity to realize the benefits of all types of play.
From addressing obesity, to improving mental health and wellness, to building
a creative and successful workforce—balanced and active play lays the
foundation for a skilled, healthy, resilient and successful society.
Kids need caring adults to thrive
Play is a great way to build strong bonds between adults and kids that help kids
learn and grow. Through play, adults can unleash kids’ creativity and encourage
them to take on age-appropriate challenges. Play with caring, engaged adults
can help build resilience for kids at risk for toxic stress.
Play is critical to a great education
Kids need to read, write and do math, as well as practice problem-solving,
teamwork and creativity. Play can help children adjust to the school setting,
enhance their learning readiness, mitigate behavioral problems and increase
academic engagement.
Playability is a competitive advantage
To attract and retain families, who support the local economy and contribute to
the health and vitality of their community, cities are embracing playability, the
extent to which a city makes it easy for all kids to get balanced and active play.
Cities should foster play everywhere
Not only should all kids live within walking distance of a great playspace, but
cities should integrate play into everyday life. From sidewalks and bus stops to
grocery stores and laundromats, communities can make it easy for families to
prioritize play for their children.
Play helps address toxic stress
One of the major barriers to healthy development—particularly for kids living
in poverty—is toxic stress. But research has shown that play, along with caring
adults, can help prevent the detrimental effects of toxic stress.
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WRITING

Brand resources
and approval
For a copy of this style guide, various logo formats and color codes, you can
visit kaboom.org/style. If you have any questions about the contents of this
guide, or anything else regarding the KaBOOM! brand, please email Creative
Services at creativeservices@kaboom.org.
All materials that include the KaBOOM! or Playful City USA logos must be
reviewed and approved by the Creative Services team prior to distribution.
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